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Sexual assault in Blllff Hall under investigation
well, but Title IX does an independent investigation on the
case. We can only do the criminal side, but the school then has
On Nov. 12, 2014, an e- additional resources and opLert indicating a sexual assault tions that t hey can take through
took place in Bluff Hall was Title IX," Brueggemann said.
sent out to students.
Director of the O ffice of
According to the e-Lert, Equal O pportunity and Access
and an updated crime bulletin and Title IX Coordinator Chad
that came out shortly after, a fe- Martinez said Title IX, which is
male student reported being in its final stage of reworking,
sexually abused by an acquain- has within it some aspects that
tance named Ben.
can bring clarity on situations
"The
female
reported like this occurrence.
drinking and visiting Ben at
"Title IX speaks to issues
some point in the night. Th~ fe- on consent and the university's
male reports sho rtly thereafter response to sexu al abuse," Marshe cannot recall the events that tinez said . "We're at the fin al
occurred and becam e uncon- stages of the approval process
scious. The female victim woke for our updated Title IX and it
up the next morning with mark- will go more in depth about the
ings indicating she had been sexual assault policy. It will
sexually assaulted while in Bluff more clearly define sexual as H all," the e-Lert said .
sault, misconduct, stalking and
The updated crime bulletin .. . domestic violence."
later corrected this by clarifying
Although the consequences
t hat sexual assault, rape, did not for the suspect involved with
occur, but sexual abuse, this situation will vary as the infondling, did take place.
vestigation proceeds, freshman
University Police Lieu- mechanical engineering major
tenant D ustin Brueggemann, Lane D avis, of M endon, who
who is also the Cleary coordina- also lives in Bluff H all, said one
tor for e-Lerts concerning sex- consequence for the attacker
ual assault, said t he warning should be a ban from the resiwas sent out in due time.
dence hall.
"We found out about it the
"If he's convicted , I don't
day we sent the e-alert out. feel like he should be able to live
Once pertinent information is in the residence hall any
gained, I am required to send longer," Davis said.
that out," Brueggemann said.
Brueggemann said the genBrueggemann said the uni- eral effects of this situation and
versity police, with the aid of others similar to it may have an
Title IX, can conduct investiga- effect on the university's alcohol
tions on campus. The investiga- policies .
tion for t he recent sexual assault
"This could potentially afcase is still ongoi ng and further fect alcohol policies because it's
info rmation cannot be released becoming such a big issue,"
to the public yet.
Brueggemann said. "The person
"(Those involved in execut- has to be able to give consent.
ing Title IX procedure] might So if they're intoxicated to a
look at our investigation as level where they can't, that
PUJA MEHTA
A/estle Repo rter

doesn't mean yes. And that's
probably one of the bigger is sues with sexual assault at universities nationwide ."
University H ousing Director Michael Schultz said it is integral fo r students to know
what they are getting into when
they participate in drinking alcohol or doing drugs.
"I think it's very important
- and I'm just talking generally
- that students are aware that
should they partake in alcohol
or drugs, that hampers their
senses and may contribute to
sexual assaults. So they need to
understand that they take a risk
when they do that," Schultz
said.
Brueggem ann said when
tragic events such as this one do
take place the primary step one
should take is reporting it, no
m atter what the circumstances
are.
"This is a serious matter,
and if you even think something
like this has happened, then you
need to let us know because
there's a lot of things in place to
help you through it, like Counseling Services," Brueggemann
said . "And we have resources
everywhere. There's a lot of different things we can help with
this. We can even change things
like your living conditions and
your school schedule. We do
everything we can to help out
with tl1is type of situation."
M artinez said reporting
parties are granted a degree of
immu nit y to consequences for
participating in things like underage drinking or drugs during
the event.
"We don't want people who
have been assaults:d not r"'porting because they are worried
SEXUAL ASSAULT
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Safety Tips from the Crime Bulletin:
• Always let someone know where you are and
where you are going.
• When going on a date, have an Idea of where
you are going and be suspicious of sudden
changes fo the pion.
• Be aware of your level of intoxication. It may
make you oblivious to the increasing danger of a
situation, and it may make it harder to gauge
your partner's emotions.
• Get your own drinks, and don't accept drinks
from other people, except someone you know
and trust
• Never leave your drink unattended.
• Use the buddy system.
• Be aware of your surroundings. 1f at a party, stay
in the parfy area where most people are
congregating. Avoid empty rooms or floors.
• Trust your gut feelings. If you feet that you are in
a dangerous situation or that you are being
pressured, you are probably right. If you are
uncomfortable with someone's behavior or feel
threatened, remove yourself from the situation.
• If you feel apprehensive about walking on
campus, take advantage of the Escort Service
p rovided by the University Police by calling 6503324.
• Watch out for other people's safety and welfare
as you would like them to watch out for yours. If
you see something that looks suspiclous, report it.
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Safe Zone hosts chat, discusses social media
MICHAEL ORANIKA
A /est/e Reporter

SillE's Safe Zone, hosted its
second safe chat of the semester
called "Being LGBQ in social
media: What does it mean?" During
the discussion, Professor Connie
Barber shared her story as a lesbian
and her research into the effects of
social media in the lives on LGBQ
individuals.
In the discussion, Connie Barber, computer management and information
systems
assistant
professor, who is a member of the
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Tra.nsgender
community, spoke about the problems that LGBT individuals face in
social media and the significant role
ir'plays in their lives. Barber also described the coming out process and
how LGBT individuals who have
not yet completed the process struggle to keep their orientation under
lock in social media.
Barber kicked off the discussion
by talking about Tyler Clementi, an
18-year-old college student who
committed suicide as a result of

"You will hear me say ''we" LGBQ users than those who idenbeing "outed" after his roommates
recorded him being affectionate when Pm talking about the LGBQ tify as heterosexual. When you think
with another man and streamed the community when Tm talking, be- about these things and that fact that
cause I am part of that population. you could potentially lose your job
activity over the Internet.
"What I know about Tyler is he Everyone's story is different; we are in some states - including Illinois
was a gay man who just started col- all unique, though sort of alike. My - for what you post on social
lege and wasn't out yet, and this older brother came out seven years media, we have to be very cautious
happened to him," Barber said. before me and it shocked the whole about our presence on social
"What I didn't know was that he famil)I'' Barber said. "So by the time media.'' Barber said.
Barber said social media has
was warm, talented, kindhearted I came out to my family, it was kind
and deeply loved. He was an accom- of a quick, quiet affair since it had al- been a prevalent factor through surplished unicyclist who learned to ready been done. It wasn't as shock- veys, interviews and other infonnaing.''
tion she gathered
play the violin
while he was
during her research
about the the
riding a unicyprocess by which
cle. We had no
.. .it became less about the
LGBQ individuals
idea
about
that. So I got
coming out process itself and more become comfortable with themto thinking,
about the connections we 're
selves.
what impact is
makin~ while using platforms such
''I started serisocial media
as
socaal media.
ously wondering
having on the
LGBQ comwhat research had
munity? Are
Connie Barbe r been done and
they using it
C MIS Assistan t Professo r what research I can
do too as the study
to come out
evolved, it became
and if they are,
According to Barber, LGBQ less about the coming out process itwhat are those experiences like?"
members
have to be cautious about self and more about the connections
Barber said her older brother
we're making when using platforms
made it easier for her to come out to their social media presence.
'There is a higher percentage of such as social media," Barber said.
her family.

Freshman studio arts major,
Jordynn Munoz, ofBelleville IL, described her social media experiences
as a lesbian. She said her most frequented social media site is also
Tumblr. Munoz described what
being LGBQ in social media meant
to her.
''Nobody would care if I were
interested in ~1en on Facebook, but
when they see that I actually like
women, i' tell them 'Yes, is there a
problem with that?"' Munoz said.
Barber said there is a reason
behind her use of the term LGBQ
to describe the gay community instead of the commonly-used LGBT.
"I make this very clear in the
journal articles I wrote on the issue,"
Barber said. ''LGBQ is not a negative deletion in transgendered individuals. It's been proven through
research that transgendered individuals typically have more than one
coming-out process and so we
didn't want to generalize for that, ·
we didn't want to throw them into
the category and make assumptions,
and so we mainly focus on LGBQ
individuals."
SAFE CHAT
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Dean Romero resigns,
reasons remain unknown
upcoming months," Furst-Bowe
said.
Alestle Reporter
Ansaris schedule would not
permit
him to discuss the hiring
Several weeks ago, College
of Arts and Sciences Dean Alde- process for a new dean.
Student Body President
maro Romero confirmed his resNasir
Almasri, who is also a senignation from SIUE, effective
Dec. 31, with a written resigna- ior political science and history
major from Chicago, said there
tion letter.
Ro mero has been the CAS is tension in CAS.
"Sometimes you get to a
dean fo r the rast five years, and
point
where things need to
the reason for his resignatio n is
unknown . Upon being asked change, so I think the search
abo ut his resignation, Romero committee is going to be able to
said he would discuss the to pic find a new person for the position, and maybe CAS gets reorat a later date.
ganized
and that sort of thing. I
"This is a develo ping story
and_ some new things are hap- don't know what about the
pemng as we speak," Romero structure o r the leadership that's
problematic, but I think that it's
said .
going
to be good for CAS movChancellor Julie Furst-Bowe
could not discuss Romero's res- ing forward," Almasri said.
However, Almasri said he is
ignation from SIUE, but said he
on
the
committee.
is tenured.
"I th ink it'll be .exciting "Dr. Ro mero is tenured in
the Biology Department so he when change comes, it's exciting
can continue as a faculty mem o to see what the new thing is
ber and researcher in the CAS " going to be. It's a little scary;
you're a little on the edge of
Furst-Bowe said.
'
According to Furst-Bowe, your seat, but CAS constitutes
the search for another dean is more than half our university, at
being executed with a search least in tl1e number of students,
so as CAS goes, so does the unicommi ttee.
versity,
if you will," Almasri
"Provost Ansari is for ming a
campus-wide search committee said.
to conduct a national search for Puja Mehta can be reached at
a new dean for the CAS in the pmehta @a/estle/ive.com or 650-3525.

PUJA MEHTA

Have a story idea or news tip?
We are always interested in hearing about news in our
community! Submit yo ur news at alestlelive.com.
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SIUE professor named to
Ferguson Commission
CORY DAVENPORT
The Telegraph, Alton, /II. (MCT)

Missouri Governor Jay Nixon
has named 16 members to the
Ferguson Commission Tuesday;
including SIUE Professor of Public Administration TR. Carr Jr.
''The members of the Ferguson Commission are tough, they
are smart, they are empowered
and they are independent," N ixon
said in a release. "Their most important work will not be what is
written on sheets of paper or on a
website. Their most important
work will be the changes we see in
our institutions and our work
places, in our communities and in
our interactions with one another.
Change ofthis magnitude is hard;
but maintaining the status quo is
simply not acceptable."
According to Carr's biography on the SIUE website, he is a
professor and program director at
the Department of Public Administration and Policy Analysis at
SIUE. He is also a Senior Research Fellow with the Institute of
Urban Research at SIUE. He has
an MPA and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Oklahoma. He
recently completed the "Vision
2020," a federally-funded Department of Labor project through the
Madison County Workforce Investment Board in cooperation
with the Mid American Workforce
Investment Board.
In the St. Louis area, Carr has
served as mayor of Hazelwood,
M O. for three terms from April
2000 to May 2009. H e served as
president of the St. Louis County
Municipal League, Secretary-Treasurer of the Metro Mayors of
Greater St. Louis and served o n
the East-West Gateway Council of
Governments Board of Directors.
Because of his service to the
St. Louis region, he has received
the Buzz Westfall Award for Excellence in Leadership from the St.
Louis County Municipal League
as well.
"1'1¥ goal ~ to build bridges,
build relationshi ps, help advance
Ferguson, North Cow1ty and the
St. Louis region," Carr said to St.
Louis Positive Change, the official
site for the Ferguson Commission.
"Our challenge is to build trust between the public, law enforcement
and local government. I believe
my background and skills will contribute.to the effectiveness of the

Ferguson Commission. I live in
North County; served as mayor of
Hazelwood for nine years, am a
graduate of McCluer High School
and a professor of public policy at
SIUE. The issues that emerged in
Ferguson require thoughtful deliberation with a range of voices on
the commission. It is important to
effectively communicate with the
law enfo rcement community as

41,

- Dan Isom II, director of the
Missouri Department of Public
Safety
- Scott Negwer, president of
Negwer Materials in Ferguson
- Bethany Johnson-Javois, CEO
of the St. Louis Integrated Health
N etwork
- Gabriel E. Gore, attorney and
partner at the law firm of D owd
Bennett, LLC

' • The members of the Ferguson
Commissions are tough. They are
smart; they are empowered and
they are independent.
'
Jay Nixon
Governor of Missouri

strategies are developed for this region. I can help serve as a bridge
in the area."
The Ferguson Commission
will be responsible for issuing a report with policy recommendations
in the areas of: citizen-law enforcement interaction and relations, racial and ethnic relations,
municipal government organization and the municipal court system, and disparities in areas
including education, economic
~pportunity, housing, transportation, health care, child care, business ownership, family and
community stability.
Nixon has given the commission until Sept. 15, 2015, to issue
its repo rts, but said that he would
welcome any interim recommendations for positive steps that can
be taken prior to the completion
of its final report. The commission
has been given $100,000 from the
Missouri Development Finance
Board for operating costs, research
and other expenses.
Funding is also coming from
private sources. The commission
will operate from space provided
by Washington University.
Besides Carr, the commission
has selected 15 other individuals
fr<:>m the list of more than 300 applicants and nominations . They
are:
- Rev. Starsky Wilson, CEO of
the Deconcss Foundation
- Rich McClure, former president and COO ofUnigroup
- Rev. Traci Blackmon, pastor of
Christ the King United Church of
Christ.

- Brittany Packnett, executive director of Teach for America
- Rose Windmiller, assistant vice
chancellor for government &
community i:elations at Washington University
- Rasheen Aldridge, Jr., community organizer and director of
Young Activists United
- Grayling Tobias, superintendent of the Hazelwood School District
- Becky James-Hatter, president
and CEO of Big Brothers Big Sisters of Eastern Missouri
- Felicia Pulliam, director of development for FOCUS St. Louis
and Ferguson resident.
- Kevin Ahlbrand, detective sergeant with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department and
president of the Missouri State
Fraternal Order of Police.
- Patrick Sly; executive vice-president at Emerson
"These 16 men and women
bring to the table a rich diversity
of life experience and points of
view-business owners and not-forprofit leaders; teachers and
lawyers; police officers and activists; pastors and public servants," Nixon said in a release.
"But while they are clearly a diverse group, they are united by
their shared passion to promote
understanding, to hasten healing,
to ensure equal opportunities in
education and employment and to
safeguard the civil righ ts of all our
citizens."
News can be rea-ched at
news@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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Student fees raise concern in senate meeting
CODY KING
Alestle Reporter

Every academic year, SIUE
raises smdent fees based on requests of campus commodities.
However, both Textbook Services
and ITS fee increases concern Student Government.
Commissioner of Smdent Fee
Review Christian Slifer addressed
the smdent fee increases for the
school year of 2015-2016 during
the meeting on Friday, Nov. 14. Although the tuition rates will not be
affected, the smdent fees are still
likely to have an impact on current
smdents.
Smdent fees are increased
every year, depending on what is
requested. Textbook Services is requesting a 25.4 percent increase,
which is unusually high. According
to Slifer, the fee increase is due to
the expensive access codes that accompany certain books. The access
codes are unable to be recycled,
which means they have to b~ replaced each semester.
"Different classes that have
been getting more time access
codes makes it incredibly pricey because you have to keep buying
those every semester, versus having
a three-or four-year cycle," Slifer
said. "And we approved for that increase because the new funding
model hasn't really been researched.
We don't know how to handle that
right now. For this particular instance, this does seem like a reasonable short term solution to the
coming year."

'

Access codes are ordered based
on faculry request. However, according to Smdent Body President
Nasir Almasri, no one should be
blamed for the fee increases.
"I don't think anybody is at
fault. It's more of, 'Let's make sure
we are cutting costs to where
they're excessive and can be cut.'
So, it's a very pragmatic; 'He)~ we
don't need it, so let's not pay for
it,"' Almasri said.
According to External Affairs
Committee Chairman Tre Martin,
25 .4 percent is a significant increase
compared to the previous year's 3
percent increase.
"It's a bit alarming that if we
haven't surveyed the smdents and
asked, 'Hey, is this something
you're using?' that we would recommend a 25.4 percent increase to
fixate that cost," Martin said.
Smdent fees will be based on
15 credit hours and will cost an
extra $99 per smdent for the next
fiscal year. Slifer said despite the alternative of having smdents pay for
the access code out of pocket, the
increase is the best option.
''That's still substantially less
versus buying your textbooks. So,
I understand the argument is you
don't want to increase purely for
that, but at the same time, with the
current fonding model we have,
this is our best option," Slifer said.
"In fomre years we have recommended that they find a better option, but as things arc right now,
this is our best option and this is a
good faith increase. At this moment, they would like this $99 in-

crease for smdents."
According to Slifer, this will be
a short-term resolution until the
board researches other options.
''This is something where it's a
short term thing. The other option
was only have people who have access codes pay for it, but it's sort of
unfair to them without early notice.
This seems like the more fair of the
two options to have it subsidize
over the course of 14,000 smdents
versus maybe half of that," Slifer
said.
Smdent Government also addressed the issue with ITS's fee increase. According to Almasri,
raising the fee could be troublesome in the long run.

Smdent Government decided
to recommend ITS's fee increase be
reduced from 3 percent to 1 percent and are prepared to follow the
process necessary to make it so.
Each year, the Smdent Body president sends the information to the
Board of Trustees. According to
Student Trustee Mitch Morecraft,
with all of the money ITS is carrying over, adjustments need to be
made.
"I think that, speaking for all
smdents, it should be either ITS
and every capacity on campus improves dramatically if that's how
much money they're carrying over
or our fee goes down," Morecraft
said.

We have to realize that th ey do
function and do their job , but
it's more of the fact that they
aren't spending it to spend it.
Nasir Almasri
Student body president

"I think what their concern
was, was when you see 90-95 percent carry over, that raises a red
flag. So, rm looking deeper into it,
but some of the things we have to
consider is the current infrastructure we have. In order to significantly change the infrastructure,
the cost is going to be more than a
3 percent increase," Almasri said.

Almasri said the senate reacted
as needed, and hopes the current
issue with smdent fees will be resolved in the future.
"I don't know what the answer is necessarily. I won't say that
they were irresponsible; there just
doesn't appear to be a need for that
much of an increase at the moment. So, I did suggest to the sen-

ate that they can reduce it to send a
message and in the future, I hope
that if it's not needed that m uch,
then we are better with student
fees," Almasri said.
According to Almasri, ITS is
doing a good job, but there is still
room for in1provement.
"If it was going to significantly
in1pact the school, I mean, we arc
talking way higher costs of ITS.
Witl1 the framework that they are
being told to work, I think they are
making slow but sure increases and
improvements arow1d campus,"
Almasri said.
Almasri said Smdent Government also plans to dive deeper into
ITS's request as they move forward
with their recommendation.
''Naturally, when things work,
you aren't going to complain about
it, you're not going to think about
it; you're not going to be thankful
for it either. But, when they go
wrong, then you start complaining
about it. So, we have to realize that
they do function and do their job,
but it's more of the fact that they
aren't spending it to spend it. We
have to balance it and we have to
look deeper into it."
In other business, three smdent organizations underwent constitution reviews: the Tae Kwon
Do Club of SIUE, the Lacrosse
Club of SIUE and the name
change for Miracle Workers of
SIUE to Dance Marathon of
SIUE.
Rea d more a bout Student Government a t a lestlelive.com.
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In fact, Brueggemann said
housing was following the corabout being disciplined for vio- rect procedures during this crime
lating alcohol or drug policies," and was not in the wrong.
Martinez said.
"I think housing is doing
Brueggemann said if some- everything just fine. They're on
one is not the victim but a friend the right track," Brueggemann
or witness of those involved, that said. "Nobody broke into Bluff
person can report a situation Hall. They knew one another.
anonymously.
They were acquaintances."
"If they're concerned about
Schultz said an issue at hand
confidentiality when they report with this event - and others
to us, there are two other re- similar to it - may be a lack of
sources they can use. They can awareness of ways to prevent
use a professional counselor or a these types of crimes.
religious leader," Brueggemann
"It bothers me when there's
said.
harm done to any of our stuAccording to Schultz, since dents. So I think the most imthe crime took place within a portant thing to take from this is
residence hall, it was not an issue to educate students about the
with security breach and will not prevention of sexual assault and
affect security measures in resi- what the ramifications are for
dence halls.
that," Schultz said.
"We design [ residence halls]
Davis said to avoid situawith security in mind. We put a tions like this, it is important to
security desk at each one of the know what students are getting
residence halls that has a very themselves into.
small area that you can walk
"I think it's more about sitthrough, and that is the only uational awareness - knowing
place to get into the residence what you're doing and where
hall. With that all in place, we're you're going," Davis said.
very secure," Schultz said. "If
Martinez said he is working
I'm not mistaken, the alert that on creating a process within Title
went out said it was an acquain- IX that will be helpful to everytance. That, to ·me, means it was- one.
n't a security issue, it means it
'We are a campus known for
was something else. I'm not sure a safe campus climate, so we are
that it needs to affect our secu- working to ensure it remains
rity or safety procedures because safe. We want to make sure this
from what I've seen so far, none process is equitable for all," Marof our safety and security has tinez said. "We want to make the
been violated in this situation."
proces~ one that will increase re-

porting and encourage people to
bring these types of things forward."
Davis said he feels very safe
in Bluff Hall.
"I've been to [Missouri State
University] and places where
there's a lot larger campus, and
it just seems like you're in a
building with other people in
those places, but here it feels
more like a family atmosphere,"
Davis said.
It is crucial for those afflicted by a pain such as a sexual
crime to remember they are not
alone.
"A person will find that if
they do report this, there are a
lot of options. There are so many
resources to help people get
through this so they're not doing
it on their own. I mean, I don't
even want to imagine how hard
it would to deal with something
like this by yourself," Brueggemann said.
Those who feel they want to
report a situation like this can
speak to the police directly, the
Office of Equal Opportunity or
a professional counselor. The
university police can be reached
at 911 or 618-650-3324. The
Equal Opportunity Office can be
reached at 618-650-2333. Counseling services can be reached at
618-650-2842.

wonder, 'Should I defend that or
stay out of it?"' Munoz said.
Munoz said she is fi:ustrated at
the lack of gay pride on campus.
''I don't think I've ever seen a
gay couple walking around besides
me and my girlfriend, which seems
kind of strange in a campus of
14,000 students." Munoz said.
Munoz said taking advantage
of Safe Zone and the Gay Straight

Alliance is a good way to improve
the campus for LGBT members and
supporters.
"Get more involved, go to a
Gay Straight Alliance meeting or
maybe even the Spiritual Center,"
Munoz said.
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Munoz said social media tests
its members and supporters alike
when it comes to LGBT discussions
and issues.
"Whether you're a part of it or
you're an ally, a few people in social
media really speak up about the issues that we face. It puts both kinds
of people in a position where they

Interested in RESEARCH or

Puja Mehta can be reached at
pmehta@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Michael Oranika can be reached at
moranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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11-11-14
Officers responded to a report
of a suspicious odor at 425
Cougar Village. Lakendrick L.
Williams was arre1>ted for possession of drug paraphernalia.
Williams was transported to the
SIUE Police Department where
he was processed and released
with a notice to appear.
Housing requested officers to
respond to Woodland Hall, in
regards to an "overly intoxicated resident" who threw up.
Officers said they spoke with
the subject who was coherent,
held a conversation and was not
intoxicated. The subject stated
she had eaten a large quantity
of White a tie and had gotten

sick.
11-12-14
After being told not to enter
her boyfriend's room, Jade E.
Wright barged through the
door and scratched him in the
face. Wright was taken into custody for domestic battery and
transported to the SIUE Police
Department where she was
processed. Wright .was later
taken to Madison County Jail.

11-13-14
An officer responded to Prairie
Hall regarding someone flooding a resident's bathroom.
An officer took a report from a
resident at Woodland Hall of a
suspicious person. The resident
stated the subject was soliciting
magazines, but was asking personal questions.

Housing staff requested an ambulance at Prairie Hall for a resident who was showing
symptoms of carbon monoxide
poisoning. The Edwardsville
EMS and Fire Department were
dispatched, but the subject was

not transported and no carbon
monoxide detection was found
in the subject's room.
Pedro L. Garcia was arrested for
possession of drug paraphernalia, taken into custody and
transported to the SIUE Police
Department.
Garcia
was
processed, issued a notice to appear and escorted to Bluff Hall.
Garcia was also issued a citation
for disobeying a stop sign. The
offense occurred on South Circle Drive at Whiteside Road.

11-14-14
A resident assistant requested
an officer to come to Woodland
Hall for a resident who was
pa sed out in the lobby. The
Edwardsville EMS was dispatched and the subject was
transported to Anderson Hospital.
An officer took a phone report
regarding a post that was made
via social media.
An officer responded to 516
Cougar Village regarding a
physical altercation. The officer
said one female subject entered
the apartment and hit the female victim. The suspect left
before the officer's arrival. The
investigation continues.

11-17-14
An officer issued a written
warning for improper lane
usage to Jacob A. Wellen. The
offense occurred on South University Drive at University Park
Drive. During the traffic stop,
the officer observed drug paraphernalia, and Wellen was arrested for possession of drug
paraphernalia. He was transported to the SIUE Police Department where he was
processed and released with a
notice to appear.
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Student makes noise as former Rams
cheerleader, 'The Voice' contestant
Caitlin Grove
Alestle Lifestyles Editor

On a Sw1day morning like any other, 5year-old Tess Boyer took the microphone
from her pastor father and stole the show.
Tess Boyer, senior political science major
from Edwardsville, has been singing and
dancing her whole life. Her father, Roy Boyer,
said her church performance was the beginning of his daughter's future in entertainment.
"At the conclusion of our service, we had
music playing and people praying," Roy
Boyer said. "She can1e up to me and said, 'I
think I have a song I want to sing; l need the
microphone.' All of the sudden, she starts
singing. Everybody stopped, looked and was
amazed with what was going on; even I was
like 'Whoa, where did this come from?' It was
very emotional and very touching. Everybody
at that time began to realize she had a gift."
After this, Tess Boyer's life was filled with
many forms of entertainment. She became involved in pageants and vocal competitions
along with performances at the Muny, Fox
Theatre and a year as a Rams cheerleader.
Just before her junior year at SIUE, Tess
Boyer said she discovered the popular singing
show 'The Voice" was holding auditions in
St. Louis.
"I wasn't going to go because I didn't
want to do a TV show, but they were coming
to St. Louis and people were like, 'You should
do it,"' Tess Boyer said. "I said 'Alright, but
I'm not singing anything anybody wants me
to. I'm going to go be obscenest and rebel.' I
sang "Bounty'' from the movie "Burlesque,"
which I knew nobody would really know because it's from a movie, but it's a killer tune."
Tess Boyer said she waited nine hours to
audition and was in the last group of contestants on the second day of St. Louis auditions.
Contestants sat in a circle of 10 people and
took turns singing to a producer.
"I was tired and cold and just ,
.:ed to
do this and go home," Tess Boyer sai<1 "1 got
done singing and the producer gcx. Jkay,
everybod); thank you. But Tess, come h~re.

For the next row1d I want you to sing something that people know - a little bit more
pop. I really think you should go pop.' So I
made it past the second round and flew out
to L.A."
Tess Boyer said once she passed the first
row1d, "The Voice" suddenly became a very
important part of her life.
"This consrnned my every thought," Tess
Boyer said. "I knew I had made it pa5t the first
round in Jw1e, past the second row1d in July "'
and I knew I was on Usher's team in October,
but I couldn't tell anybody until February."
Tess Boyer said she went through two

and

mon

o

uditions before she

could try out in front of the judges.
"They announced your mune the night
before of who was going that next day; I have
never experienced that flood of emotions be-

'

their coach. They spent a month and a half
preparing for the first battle round and
worked with Usher three or four times. She
said the majority of the time is spent working
with their partner.
''I always watched it as an audience
member and thought, 'Why are they always
so happy for the other person?' and then I realized why," Tess Boyer said. "The girl I was
with the first time, [Bria Kelly], I could not
stand her; I didn't like her or her
personality. Then I started to
spend time with her and we became
inseparable. I liked having a partner; you
go through so much emo tional stress and
it's trarnnatic. It's like you walk through fire
with the same person every day."
Tess Boyer lost the first battle round to
Kelly, but was stolen by Blake Shelton to be

I remember [when preparing], hiding myself
in my room and thinking about the emotion
of the song and ju~t breathing it.
Tess Boyer
Senior political science major

fore in my life," Tess Boyer said. ''It was that
feeling of, 'I'm happy I'm getting to go and I
have the opportunity to be on a team,' but
then you're at the point of, 'It's coming right
now, two and a half months of working on
your hands and knees."'
Tess Boyer said the next day, she woke up
at 5 a.m. to get ready to sing in front of the
coaches.
''I've never been that nervous before. I
blacked out completely; all I know is I was on
Usher's team," Tess Boyer said. "He is the
exact person I wanted when I heard he was [a
judge]."
Tess Boyer said contestants don't spend
a large amount of time working directly with

on his team.
"Usher was really cool, very suave,
very informative and strategic in the way
that he coached," Tess Boyer said. "Blake
was chill and beautiful. He's so much
fun; he's like a cheerleader in the way
he coached."
For the second battle
round, Tess Boyer fell short
to her partner Jake Worthington.
''I was like, 'Well
shoot, here I am losing
again· this is horrible "'
Tess Boyer said. "Then 'before I could
take another breath, I heard three but-

tons pu5hed; all three of tl1em used their one
steal on me. Then I had no idea what to do.
When people are begging and fighting for
you and they are superstars, how do you differentiate any sort of perception? Shakira was
shaking in her seat and the stuff that she said
to me hit home. I'm really happy I ended up
going with her."
Tess Boyer said during the playoff round,
she had her favorite performance moment on
the show.
''I sang ''Hwnan" by Christina Perri and
that was my stand out moment. [Shakira)
picked me first to be in her top three,"
Tess Boyer said. ''I remember [when
preparing] , hiding myself in my room
and tl1inking about the emotion of the
song and just breathing it. I had gone
from losing twice to being the top contender.''
Tess Boyer said she lost many friends
during the playoff battle round.
''I know it's weird to say 'friends' since
it's a competition, but they become family,"
Tess Boyer said. ''It's almost as if they die
when they go off the show; you grieve their
leaving because you will never be with them
again like that."
Once Tess Boyer passed the playoff
round, she said she knew she had made it to
the top 12 and did not know what to expect.
''I feel like no one knew what to expect,"
Tess Boyer said. ''You're going into a live
show and people are voting for you ; it's completely different. The performance part is the
same; it's tl1e same stage and band. Then you
get done and the comments are rushed and
you can't really say a whole lot back to the
coaches because it's on a timed schedule. It's
also long days, 6 a.m. to midnight - very
taxing emotionally and physically."
Tess Boyer said the
worst part of this process
was the results show, specifically being in the bottom three. The first
time, she said she was expecting to go home.
Read more about Tess Boyer
at alestlellve.com
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Dismal online experience haunts
'Halo: The Master Chief Collection'
Ben Levin
Alestle Sports Editor

Despite drastically updated graphics and
the combination of four games on one disc,
the "Halo: the Master Chief Collection" is a
game players should avoid until the multiplayer aspect of it is corrected.
The game was released almost a week
ago, and with multiple updates to fix a broken multiplayer system, its most important
online functions arc still not up to par with
the industrv standard in 2014.
As first-person shooters, the "Halo"
g.m1es get much of their revenue from players who buy the game to battle against other
players across the globe, to assert their dominance as top gunner. At the time of this article, the matchmaking process in "Halo:
MCC" is functional, but nowhere near what
it ~houJd be.
The wait time to get into the lobbv to
play in on.line matches has consistently been
close to 10 minutes, much too long fr>r a
modern-day game. Along witl1 that, once I
got into tl1e lobb); it was not guaranteed I
would play a match, since I was occasionally
booted from tl1e lobb,; or the lobbv itself
froze, forcing all players to remove. themselves and attempt to find another group to
play with.
After finishing a match and getting into
the lobby, I also ran into trouble with the
after-game lobb)( Instead of allowing me to
stay with the group I was playing with, the
game froze and forced me to head back to
the multiplayer home screen, where I could
either wait another 10 minutes to join a
gan1e, or just give up entirely on the multiplayer experience.

The in-game, play once a player gets in-gan1e play looks a little like sometl1ing out
into a game, has not changed much, but is of "Titanfall."
still the enjoyable "Halo" multiplayer gan1ers
The visual changes can be seen by a
are used to. Two of tl1c only major flaws I quick hit of the back button on tl1e confound in the gameplay were the respawn troller, and switch within seconds. This feamrc seemed like an odd thing to have in the
points and how the tean1s were created.
Consistently I was killed, respawned game, but it not only adds some humorous
into almost the exact spot, and was killed aspects into the game, but occasionalJy, it is
once again. This happened on alJ maps, but helpful to switch to the old school graphics.
on the smaller maps it really disrupted tl1e
The new artwork is brighter and adds a
ga.meplay and made the experience less en- colorful realism to dark caves and bright
.beaches that the original game did not have.
joyable.
Before each game, it seemed like the However, tl1e inferior old graphics come in
teams were uneven because constantly one handy when dealing with an invisible enemy.
team had more players. In most occurrences, It is much easier to see the hidden foe with
it was something like a three versus four the original graphics.
game, and the team with the extra player
The faces in the updated version of
dominated.
"Halo 2" look realistic, and vary greatly from
While tl1c ability to acmally play on.line the original, blocky features in the 2004
is an improvement compared to the launch game. At times, it appears that acmal Imday hysteria, which made playing online vir- mans arc in the game, rather than computermally impossible, "343 Industries" must generated people.
Along with updated visuals, the audio
continue to upgrade tl1c game's current state
if it hopes to grab a chunk of the holiday has been changed to sound more realistic.
The battle rifle sow1ds like a weapon from a
market.
The game is not a lost hope entire!)~ as "Call of Duty" game, with a louder bang
the campaign portion of the game is not suf- when bullets are fired.
The background noises and the music
fering from mishaps as tl1e on.line experience
is. The greatest improvements are seen in tl1e have also been made louder. Switching be''Halo 2" campaign.
tween the original and new versions, players
The largest task the "Halo: MCC" col- can hear a significant difference in how the
lection was attempting to improve graphics game sets up fight scenes and how the
of games on older consoles and update them changes make the game feel more dramatic.
for the Xbox One. The ''Halo 2" campaign
The improvements to ''Halo 2" did not
does this so well, it could have been sold as come without a cost. Enemies will sometimes be frozen in time or glitch out of a bata game itself.
The cut scene graphics are cinematic tle. When enemies are killed, some were half
masterpieces and could go toe-to-toe with inside the walls.
any cut scenes from modern games. The
This is probably due to the extremity of
gameplay images have been in1provcd too, the changes to the visuals because in the upbut are not as exquisite as the cut scenes. The dated ''Halo: Combat Evolved" there are no

IUSED

such issues.
The second-best game in the collection,
the original "Halo: Combat Evolved," has
less upgraded graphics than "Halo: 2," but
still has better visuals than its 2001 version.
It is in tl1e part of the "Halo: MCC"
tl1at switching between old and new graphics is tl1c most hilarious. Looking at the old,
almost flat world, the game really shows tl1c
effort the team put in to make this game look
good.
' 1Halo: 3" and "Halo: 4" look fine, but
it was disappointing to see there is not much
in1provcmcnt in those two games. In "Halo:
3" especiall); tl1e faces do not look as good
as the updated "Halo: 2" graphics, and witl1out tl1e ability to switch between the original
graphics and the new graphics, it is hard to
tell how much has changed.
While playing the "H,110: 3" campaign,
it felt like notlnng had changed, and I was
still playing on the Xbox 360.
The campaign and multiplayer play arc
exactly like their predecessors, so do not expect new weapons or a twist in the stories
from tl1e original games. Because of tl1is, if
you were not a fan of the games when they
came out on different consoles, tl1ere is no
reason you should pick up this game, because it will not change your mind about tl1e
senes.
What tl1is game does well - currently
- is alJowing older gamers to relive what it
was like to play the first two ''Halo" games
in high-definition, and can introduce
younger players to a series tl1at may not be
tl1e same in its "Halo 5: Guardians."
Ben Levin can be reached at blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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'Tis the season for overlooked holidays
Christmas stomps out Thanksgiving in stores
l have never noticed the rush into
Christmastime until this year when I walked
into a Wal-Mart before Halloween and saw
Christmas decorations already for sale.
I disregard comments that I am a humbug
for this disliking of hurried
holiday
commercialism
because I know Pm not the only
Hailey Huffines
Alestle
Editor-in-Chief

one who thinks stores need to tone it down
with the Christmas decorations two months in
advance to the holiday season.
My major problem with this excessive
overload of candy canes, tinsel and evergreens
is that when I am trying to prepare for a
Thanksgiving feast and I am already fighting a
Christmas crowd at the grocery store, I wonder

what the reason for Thanksgiving is. While I
only celebrate the holidays in the sense that I get
to see my fanmy and eat an unhealthy amount
offood, I still feel the ever-looming presence of
Christmas in autumn.
Commercialism has totally wreaked havoc
on the construct of fanmy time. If money can
be made by large corporations, then the
opportunity to impose of traditional holidays is
more than likely going to happen. Sure, Black
Friday has been around for some time, but more
stores are making the choice to open earlier on
Thanksgiving Day, causing employees to miss
out on fanmy time and work.
I wouldn't say I am a traditionalist in any
sense, but when it comes to holidays, I like to
take one at a time. I was even combating
Christmas decorations while hunting for
Halloween costumes - something I never
imagined would be an issue. Christmastime is a
major moneymaker for businesses large and
small, but the push to up the seasonal purchases

is rather annoying.
Trust me, I get into the Christmas mood
just as much as the next person, but I can
appreciate a major holiday when I see it. On top
of stores filling their shelves with Christmas
decor, I have been bombarded with radio
stations already playing Christmas songs. The
issue can be solved with the turn of the dial, but
I was surprised to hear "Blue Christmas"
playing during the first week of November.
The issue at hand is that greedy
corporations are revving up their sleighs for
another season of profits and that means we are
seeing earlier visits of seasonal items at stores.
Personally, I could do without seeing Santa
Claus until after Thanksgiving, but who knows,
maybe we will see him before Labor Day next
year.

Hailey Huffines can be reached
at hhuffines@alestlelive.com.

College students should ask questions about the unknown
Being the ouths of this generation leaves
In Colorado, a group of high school
us responsible or the future of this world. One students believed the ' weren't bcin taught all
of the best ways to address this responsibility is they should've been about historr After weeks
to be curio us, and ask questio ns about the of protesting about the history curriculum at
their school, these students were able to get a
mysterious world around us.
We're all affected by recent changes at committee to review and transform what they
SIUE, and it's important to ask questions about were learning about in their history classes.
the decisions being made every day • SIUE s·tudents can effect grand changes as well,
but it can only be done with knowledge about
on our can1pus.
what types of adjustments can better our
university.
Every day we see that people in power try
Puja Mehta
to make negative changes in secret, or by
Alestle Reporter
covering them up. If we uncover truths
through inquiry, we can challenge the potential
The faculty and administration at our threats to our world. This habit can only benefit
schools continually make decisions about things us as adults.
We can start by trying to find out about
that affect our education. These choices, such
as declarations made about budget cuts, budget cuts that are being made within our
influence us - the students - and with each school. With a clear comprehension of the
passing settlement, our education, teachers, budget situations our school faces, we can even
speak out about decisions, for students' best
environment and futures are impacted as well.
In college, we're beginning to evolve into interests, regarding it. Perhaps this can lead to
the people we want to be for the rest of our us eventually being able to fix the budget
lives. By never allowing our thirst for situation of our country.
Decisions made at our college influence
knowledge to be quenched, we can start
turning curiosity into a fixed attitude. It is the future of our education. Some of the
crucial, for example, to be knowledgeble about budget reductions made have resulted in a
what school administrators and others in power decrease of hard journals in our library. When
our library loses journals, we lose the resources
are changing.

to learn about various topics, and that could
inally.
Some may say that too much curio ity can
be a waste of time. H owever, asking questions
about things that affect us cannot possibly
waste time. One question can spark inspiration
and excite passions that could change the
world. If we figure out how budget cuts can be
made to least impact students, maybe we could
inspire the administrators at our schools to
make decisions in ways that don't hurt our
educations. Perhaps this could lead to better
educations for not only us, but also for the next
generation.
If we raise concerns about various ways
budget cuts are being made, or get involved ln
organizations like Student Government, we can
play an integral role in ensuring the decisions
made at our college will instigate advancement.
With simple inquiry, we can uncover truths
and improve the future of our planet. We start
being curious when we're babies, but as we age,
we forget to keep asking questions. It's tin1e for
us to remember that we are leaving ourselves
the potential for understanding, and only with
perception, can we make decisions that will
improve our lives.

hinder our educations as srndents m

Puja Mehta can be reached at
pmehta@alestlelive.com.

Do you consider Thanksgiving an important· holiday
or does your mind jump to Christmas as winter break nears?
Answer our poll at www.alestle live.com.
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Men's soccer
quickpide
0

In the 2013 season, the men's
soccer team tied with
Northwestern University 0-0.

l
The men's soccer team will be
competing in its first NCAA
Tournament since the entire
program became Division I.

2
Redshirt junior midfielder
Jabari Danzy scored two
game-winning goals to help
the O)Ugars win the MVC.

·4
Senior defender Matt Polster
was voted to his fourth All-MVC
team, also winning the MVC
Defensive Player of the Year.

Redshirt Junior midfielder Jabarl Danzy attempts to get past a defender in a game earlier this season. Danzy was named the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament's Most Outstanding Player for his performance in the tourney.
I Alestle file photo
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Men's soccer overcomes early season troubles to win first conference championship
BEN LEVIN

\

5

Alestle Sports Editor

With two victories in the
Missouri Valley Conference
The Cougars and senior
Tournament, the SIUE men's
goalkeeper Kent Kobemus have soccer team is heading to the
had five shutouts in
NCAA Tournament for the first
the 2014 season.
time
since
the
atletics
department transitioned into
Division I.
In the team's first MVC
title, the Cougars defeated
Bradley University 2-1 and
Seven players on the men's
Missouri State University 1-0 in
soccer team were honored
double overtime. Co-Head
by being named to a
Coach
David Korn said after a
All-MVC team.
tough start to the season, the
team felt worthy of the
conference title.
"Our players have worked
pretty hard for it over the last
three months, and I think the
Senior forward Chirstian Volesky
last two years since missing out
led the Cougars, with eight goals in on the opportunity;" Korn said.
the 2014 campaign.
"For a lot of our older guys, it's
something that they have earned
for their training and their work
and the time they put into
building the program . I think
the coaches and administrators
here deserve it, since they helped
Nine different players scored for transition the program to
the men's soccer team during the Division I in 2008 ."
2014 campaign.
After starting the season 06-2, the Cougars went 4-1-1 in
the MVC to get the No. 2 seed
in the conference tournament.
Korn said the early struggles
helped mold the Cougars into
the team they have now.
The team's first game of the
"I think we saw the early
setbacks not as a failure, not as a
NCAA tournament is at 4:30
reflection of where we were or
p.m. Thursday Nov. 20.

where we were going to be,"
Korn said. "Our team saw them
as learning opportunities, and
our seniors did a great job of
being focused and forward
thinking ana instilllng a belief
that we were going to take those
lessons from early in the year
and be able to grow and get
better. That gave us a much
better resolve. We were a much

'

'

_I think we saw the early

setbacks not as a failure ... our
team saw them as learning
opportunities ...

8

9

20

Korn said the Cougars were
certain they would win, despite
finding themselves down early
in the game.
"It was like two different
games," Korn said. "We did
concede fairly early to Bradley,
but we didn't really ever feel like
the game was in doubt. I
thought we created a number of
chances. We really just felt like it

David Korn
SIUE Men's Soccer Co-Head Coach

gntt1er team . Ultimately, we
were a team that learned how to
win, and we wouldn't have
learned how to win without
some of the struggles early in
the year."
On Friday, Nov. 14, the
Cougars overcame an early 1-0
deficit to the host, Bradley, for a
2-1 victory. In the 79th minute,
junior defender Justin Bilyeu
put away a penalty kick to tie
the game at 1-1. Five minutes
later,
sophomore
defender
Andrew Kendall-Moullin sent a
cross into the opposition's box
that redshirt junior midfield
J abari Danzy put in the back of
the net for the 2-1 lead.

was a matter of time before we
got a goal. I think [ the penalty
kick] came as a sum of all the
pressure we had put them under.
I give credit to our guys. They
adjusted well over the course of
the game as we pushed numbers
forward."
In the conference final, after
a goalless regulation, Danzy
scored his second game-winner
of the tournament in the 108th
minute against Missouri State.
Kendall-Moullin sent a deep
cross into the opposition's box,
and Danzy leaped above the
defenders to send a long header
over the goalkeeper's head.
SportCenter's
Top
10

recognized the goal's brilliance.
Korn said he knew goals
would be hard to come by in the
game, but he was again
confident his team would pull
out the victory.
"Missouri State is a very
good defensive team," Korn
said. "We knew it would be
difficult to break them down. I
don't know if we would've
thought that it would've taken
until the second overtime, but
big credit to our guys who, with
two minutes left, had a
mentality and put themselves in
a position to win the game, as
opposed to just holding on for a
penalty kick shoot-out."
For his efforts in the
tournament, Danzy was named
the MVC Tournament's Most
Outstanding Player. Korn said
Danzy's play has evolved during
the season, and he was at his
best during the two games.
"J abari has gotten so much
better throughout the course of
the year," Korn said. "He has
done a good job of adapting to
his role and playing within the
system. He got rewarded for
that. [Kendall-Moulin] put in
two fantastic services - one
with the run of play and one
with a restart - and [Danzy]
has been a very good player in
the air. He's been a very good
player in the MVC Tournament
historically, and I give him a lot
of credit. It was one of the
better headers I've seen."
CHAMPIONS
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The Cougars' firs t game in the NCAA To urnament
is at 4 :30 p .m . T hursday; N ov. 20, against N o rthwestern
University. Ko rn said the team will have another
defensive challenge in the game .
"They're going to be similar to some of the
opponents we've seen recently;" Korn said. "They're very
good defensively. They don't concede a lot. They've got
a very good goalkeeper and a couple players that are
dangerous in the attack. I think we have to defend well,
like we've done. We have to focus on keeping possession
in good areas and being able to look for some numerical
advantages in our build-up play. "

If the Cougars win, they will play at 4 p .m . Sunday,
N ov. 23 , against the University of California. The team
lost its regular season m atch-up against the Golden
Bears 2-1.
Two players receive high honors
At a banquet held before the MVC Tournament,
seniors forward Christian Volesky and defender Matt
Polster were named the MVC Player of the Year and the
MVC Defensive Player of the Year, respectively.
Korn said Volesky worked hard this season to learn
a new role and deserved the award for his efforts.
"[Volesky] has had to adapt to a new position,"
Korn said. "It is one that he hasn't played much prior

to this season . H e's done a really good jo b of trying to
understand his role in the system. As he's done that, I
think he's put together his best collegiate season. "
Korn said Polster has evolved during the season,
and it was shown with him winning the award.
"Polster has matured a lot throughout the course of
the year," Korn said. "He's always been a tremendous
player. This year he's been a tremendous leader for us,
especially throughout conference play. That's been an
asset to the team . I don't think without that, we
would've been nearly as strong as we've been the last
Ben Levin can be reached at
b/evin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

Wome1's soccer e1ds
seaso1 with first rou1d
loss at NCAA Toumamellt
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

The women's soccer team
was able to hold off No. 17
University of Kentucky for llO
minutes on Saturday, Nov. 15,
but lost in penalty kicks 4-2.
The loss ended the team's
first run in the NCAA
Tournament in the first round,
but Head Coach Derek Burton
said he was proud of his team's
effort and ability to take the
game to the brink.
"It went the way that we
thought it would go, and
honestly the way we wanted it to
go in general," Burton said. "We
had a game plan, which was
quite different from the way that
we pretty much played all year.
We had a little time to prepare
the team and train for it. The
players did a really good job of
buying in, committing to it,
Senior defender Samantha Jones tries to hold off a defender In a game earlier this season. Jones and the women's
investing their energy and
soccer team's season ended on Saturday, Nov. 15, as the team lost to the University of Kentucky.
I Photo by Lashai Spencer/ Alestle supporting o ne another. For the

most part, it worked, and it was
successful. We wanted to do
everything we could to keep
Kentucky off the scoreboard for
as long as we possibly could, so
we wouldn't have to chase the
game or chase them physically.
We couldn't be more proud of
the commi tment level of players
and the effort they put in on the
night."
The Cougars were outshot
by the Wildcats 31-4, and the
home team had 17 corner kicks.
Despite this , the SIUE defense
and junior goalkeeper Jennifer
Pelley were able to keep a
shutout through two overtime
periods.
Burton
said
Pelley's
performance was exactly what he
expected from his goalie.
"[Pelley] was on top of her
game," Burton said. "She was
really,
really
strong.
She
controlled the 6-yard box and
NCAAI pg. 11
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Co1gar Briefs: Mei's basketball
~omi1ates i1 home ope1er blow-ollt
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor
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Junior goalkeeper Jennifer Pelley kicks a ball in a game from the 2013
season.
I Alestle file photo
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controlled her area. She was
brave, composed, sure handed,
vocal, all the things you want
from a goalkeeper in a game like
that where you're under a lot of
pressure and dealing with a lot
of corner kicks. They had a really
dangerous long throw as well,
and she dealt with it and
organized the players in front of
her."
The defense was faced with
the daunting task of stopping
Kentucky's senior defender Arin
Gilliland. While being named
the Southeastern Conference
Defensive Player of the Year,
Gilliland led the Wildcats in
points, with seven goals and
eight assists.
Burton said his team did an
excellent job stopping the 2013
All-American.
"To be honest, our back line
was really solid all across the
board," Burton said. "We had
five different people play along
the back in the game, and they
stood tall. It was tall order to
play the way that we asked them
to play and really step up to
some SEC-caliber players, which
they did. I can't say enough
about [senior defender] Sam
Jones. She's been outstanding all
year. She held a two-time AllAmerican in check for a 110
minutes . ot many people in the
country have d on e that, much
less an OVC school."
In the shootout, senior
forward Michelle Auer and
junior
midfielder
Cassidy
Sherman did not score for
SIDE, but freshman defender

Rachael Brots and sophomore
defender Cory Levels made their
shots. All four Kentucky players
converted their penalty kicks.
Burton said there was not
much to talk about before the
shootout started, as the team
had been preparing for a
situation like this for weeks .
"It's just about who can
convert, so there's not a whole
lot to talk about," Burton said.
"We've done all of our
preparation for a potential
penalty kick shoot-out for the
last couple of weeks. You do that
in practice. You try to replicate
the scenario in practice. You
have the shooters you're
comfortable with and the
shooters who are comfortable
doing it because not everyone is.
Because it's a pressure situation,
not everyone wants that."
With
three
seniors
graduating, the majority of the
team will be back next season.
Burton said the postseason run
will be a point of emphasis in
2015.
"We're going to make sure
that it's a huge factor going into
next season," Burton said. "We
got a taste of it, and the feelings
and emotions that we had all
postseason were incredible and
new for all of us . I want those
back, and I'm sure our players
do too. We're going to d o
everything in our power to make
that happen ."
The second round of the
NCAA Tournament starts at
2:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 21.
Caitlin Grove can be reached at
cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

With a 20 point, 10 rebmmd
performance, junior guard Donivi.ne
Stewart scored his first doubledouble of the season as the men's
basketball team defeated HarrisStowe State University 104-56 on
Friday, Nov. 14.
Four
starters,
including
Stewart, finished · the game in
double-digit scoring figures for the
Cougars. Senior guards Kris Davis
and Michael Messer finished the
game with 17 points each. Davis
went 5-14 from the field and 4-5
from the free throw line. Messer
finished the game going 7-8.
Senior guard Maurice Wiltz
scored 10 points, going 2-7 and 5-6
from the line.
The Cougars dominated
Harris-Stowe in most categories,
including rebounds, assists and field
goal percentage. On the boards,
SIDE won the battle down low 5440. The Cougars had 22 assists to
Harris-Stowe's seven. The team
made almost 50 percent of its field
goals, while holding Harris-Stowe
to a 30 percent field goal percentage.
The Cougars' next game is at 9
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 22, when they
go against the University of Pottland
in Portland, Ore.
Wrestling team goes 1-4 at
Eastern Michigan University
Redshirt juniors Derek Nagel
and Chris Johnson and juniors
Connor McMahon and Jake
Residori were able were all able to

pick up three victories for the Kliem set a school record for his
wrestling te,un on Saturday, Nov. time in the IO-kilometer race and
15, but the team was able to win one junior Conradeue King moved into
SIUE top-10 for her time in tl1e
of its four matches on the day.
At 184 pounds, Nagel won won1en's race.
Kliem finished the race just
against the Clarion University
wrestler 9-7, the Eastern Michigan inside tl1e first 100 finishers with his
University wrestler 6-5 and pinned time of 31 minutes, 34 seconds and
his Ohio University opponent in his broke the previous 1Ok record set in
last bout of the day. Against Lock 1993.
Sophomore Keith Meyer
Haven University, Nagel lost 7-3.
McMahon wrestled at 165 finished closely behind Kliem,
pounds and won his last three bouts running a personal best 31:39 to
of the day, winning against Lock . end the race in 99th place. The tin1e
Haven 7-3, against EMU 7-2 and puts Meyer third on the school's allversus Ohio 4-2. His only loss came time list.
As a team, the Cougars
in the team's first match against
Clarion 7-2.
grabbed 631 points, good enough
Residori continued his success for a 22nd place finish.
from last week, wrestling at 174
On the women's side, King ran
pounds. Against Clarion, Residori the best race of her collegiate career,
won 7-2, defeated the Lock Haven finishing the 6k with a time of
wrestler 3-2 and won his third bout 22: 31. This puts King in seventh
against EMU due to an injury place for the best time in school
sustained by his competitor.
history.
Freshman Jess Clarke finished
At 285 pounds, Johnson won
against Clarion 8-5 and against Lock second for the Cougars, with a tin1e
Haven and EMU 3-1 in both bouts. of23:32.
The women's team finished in
His lone loss came against Ohio, in
a 6-4 decision.
32nd place.
As a team, the Cougars' lone
victory of the day came against Women's basketball takes loss
In first game
Clarion in a 19-12 victory.
Senior guard Tierny Austin
The Cougars' next match is at 9
a.m. Sanrrday, Nov. 22, when the dropped 17 points in the first game
team travels to St. Charles, Mo. to of the regular season for tl1e
women's basketball team, but it was
compete at the Joe Parisi Open.
not enough, as the Cougars fell to
Personal bests set tor cross Kansas State University 81-55 on
country at Midwest Regionals
Friday, Nov. 14.
At the NCAA Division I
Read more about SIUE
Midwest Regionals, junior Clint sports
at alestlelive.com

Student tickets for Carbondale game
going on sale on Monday, December 1
said.

BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

On Wednesday, Dec. 3, the
men's basketball team will welcome
SillC to the Vadalabene Center for
a 7 p.m. rivalry game.
Assistant Athletics Director for
Business Affairs Kurt Bertels said
student tickets will be sold earlier in
the week.
"We're
going
to
start
distributing student tickets on [Dec.
1-3], and we'll be doing that in the
[Morris University Center]," Bertels

Bertels said the athletics
department will be handing out 350
vouchers from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on the first and second floor of the
MUC.
"With the student seating,
everybody gets the two end wnes,"
Bertels said. "Students that are
sitting in the lower bowl will get
vouchers, and then students that
would like to or end up sitting in the
upper level will actually get the
tickets. Those are first come, first
serve. Students can only pick up one

voucher at a time."
Bertels said students with
vouchers will need to bring them to
the game to get in.
''The students that do have
vouchers will be able to redeem
those vouchers for the tickets on the
floor beginning 90 minutes prior to
tl1e game," Bertels said. "We're
going to open the gym early for the
Carbondale game."

Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

Edwardsville
Glen Carbon
Troy Rd. and Junction Drive
Next to Super Walmart

618.659.2151

-----------------------------------

$10 Haircut
Regular Varsity Haircut: $17 • Regular Jr. Varsity 00 &Under) Haircut: Sll
Pre1ent coupon belore haircut. Not valid with any other offer. Void if bartered,
copied, traded, or sold. Valid only at Edwardsville/Glen Carbon locatioo.
a •

-~ ' SPDRTCUPS.CDM

f

FACEBOO~ COM/

SPDRTCLIPSHAIRCUTS

61 TWITTER COM/

i1!M SPDRTCLIPS

EXPIRES

• V: 3240 • JV: 3245
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE!
Place your classified ad
at atime convenient foryou
using our easy and secure
online interface at:
alestlelive.com/classifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
111-word minimum for all ads.
20 cents aword 1·2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents aword 3-4 insertions,per insertion
18 cents aword 5-19 insertions, per insertion
17 cents aword 20+ insertions, per insertion

Hand Out Freebies
We need four to six people to help hand out
promotional packets to businesses on Dec.
8, 2014. Pay is $10.10/hour and you are
invited to have fun with prospects! Go
ahead, practice your schmooze. But you're
not selling anything; we're giving them a
pad, a pen and a token for a free t-shirt. Oh,
and there might be a shirt in it for you too.
Email jeremyc@bigfrog.com
CHURCH CHILD CARE
Child care worker for babies, Sundays
8:30 a.m. - Noon. $8.25/hour. Mail
typed statement of related experience,
training and three references to First
Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 66,
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5

MISCELLANEOUS

WebExtras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully
as we cannot offer refunds.
Corrections must be noted on the first
day the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:

FREE Bibles And More!
www.sowersseed.org

FOR RENT

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC2022
8a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

2 Bedroom Apartment
Quiet, private. Fast entrance to Highways
270 and 40. Just off Highway 157. 3 miles
to SIUE. On lower level of private home.
Separate entrance, private garage, all
appliances, W/Dincluded. Newly painted,
Pergo flooring throughout. Available now.
Credit check, deposit required.
618-406-2866
Email ellipw4848@hotmail.com

HELP WANTED

HOLIDAY SPECIAL! 1/2 off November &
December rent with a 12-month lease!

Person needed to assist existing
caregiver for Glen Carbon woman
with Parkinsons. Free room and
board, car and , omputer access, plus
$25 a week.

2BR, 1.5BA Starting at $833/month. W/d
hook-up, microwave, dishwasher,
oven/range, refrigerator. Select units
free basic cable. Pet-friendly. Garages
Available.

618-288-5185

Cherry Hills Properties 618-692-931 O

By noon Friday for Tuesday issue
or noon Monday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
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